Introduction
Internet packets get from source to destination via a number of hops. At each hop, a forwarding engine uses the destination address of the packet and a set of rules to determine the next hop for the packet. A packet forwarding rule (P, H) comprises a prefix P and a next hop H. A packet with destination address d is forwarded to H where H is the next hop associated with the rule that has the longest prefix that matches d (we assume, throughout this paper, that no two rules have the same prefix). We refer to the set of rules as the rule table or routing table. [ 11, 12] survey the many solutions that have been proposed for longest prefix matching in the context of packet forwarding. Our focus, in this paper, is longest prefix matching using a TCAM (ternary content addressable memory). Each bit of a TCAM may be set to one ofthe 3 states 0, 1, and x (don't care). A simple and fast solution to longest prefix matching results from the use of a TCAM in conjunction with an SRAM. The prefix of a rule is stored in a word of TCAM and the next hop is stored in the corresponding SRAM word. A TCAM searches all its words, in parallel, for the first word that matches the content of its search register. By loading a destination address into the search register of a TCAM we can determine the index of the first TCAM word that matches this destination address. Using this index, we then access the corresponding SRAM word to determine the next hop. So, when routing-table prefixes are stored in a TCAM in decreasing order of length, we can determine the next hop in 1 TCAM cycle! We note that, in practice, *This research was supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation under grant ITR-0326155
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Several researchers have recently proposed methods to alleviate the power consumption and capacity limitations of TCAMs [8, 9, 3, 19] . In this paper, we propose the use of a minimum set of rules equivalent to those in the given routing table coupled with the wide SRAM strategy of [3] . We begin in Section 2 by reviewing related work. In Sections 3 and 4, we clarify the proposal of [7] and point out deficiencies in the scheme of [8, 9] . In Section 5 we describe our proposed PETCAM method. An experimental evaluation of the various methods proposed for low-power TCAMs is done in Section 6.
Background and Related Work
Much research has been done to improve the power efficiency of TCAM-based routing tables [7, 3, 8, 9, 19, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Pure hardware approaches for power reduction are presented in [13, 14, 15, 16] . Z. Wang et al in [17] present an algorithm for consistent and incremental updates to TCAMs. We describe the results reported in [7, 3, 8, 9, 19] in this section as these are most relevant to the work we report in this paper. such that PI C P3 C P2 and H3 i= HI. A generalized prefix is a sequence comprised of the symbols 0, 1, and ? (don't care) and possibly terminated by the symbol * (1 or more don't cares). A simple prefix (or simply, prefix) is a generalized prefix that has no occurrence of the symbol ? (Alternatively, we may limit the occurrence ofthe symbol? to the right end ofthe sequence. Note that ?s at the right end of a sequence may be replaced by a * so that the sequence 10??? may be regarded as a simple prefix by rewriting it is 10*.) Two sets of generalized prefixes are equivalent iff they match the same addresses.
Liu [7] proposes two schemes-pruning and mask extensionto compact the rules of a routing table. In pruning, rules with type I redundant prefixes are eliminated from the rule table. It is easy to see that the elimination of type I redundant prefixes does not change the next-hop decision for any destination address. Following the elimination of type I redundant prefixes, each set, S, of prefixes that have the same length and the same next hop is subjected to mask extension in which S is replaced by an equivalent set of generalized prefixes T such that ITI ::; lSI· Liu [7] proposes the use of a logic minimization heuristic-Espresso Il-to compute a nearly minimal equivalent set T. Liu [7] reports that pruning and mask extension result in a reduction of 42% to 48% in the number of generalized prefixes that need to be stored in the TCAM.
Ravikumar et al. [8, 9] extend the work of Liu [7] and propose the 2-level EaseCAM architecture for routing tables. For an IPv4 routing table, the first level stores 8-bit sub-prefixes. Prefixes that have the same first 8 bits define a prefix cluster. Pruning, prefix aggregation, and prefix expansion are used to replace the simple prefixes in each cluster with a smaller set of generalized prefixes with the property that a search of the TCAM segment that contains this smaller set of generalized prefixes results in the same next hop as does a search in the TCAM segment for the original cluster of simple prefixes. Since the generalized prefixes in a cluster have the same first 8 bits, it is necessary to store only the remaining 24 bits of each generalized prefix in the second-level TCAM. Consequently, second-level TCAM words are 25% smaller than the TCAM words in the design of [7] . Prefixes shorter than 8 bits are stored in a separate bucket.
Zane et al. [19] propose two schemes to achieve power reduction. In the first, bit selection, a few bits (not necessarily the first few) of each prefix are used to partition the prefix set so that each partition agrees on these selected bits. The bits are called the partition selector bits. Prefixes in the same partition are stored together in decreasing order of length. To search for the longest matching prefix for a given destination address d, the partition selector bits are extracted from d and used to determine which partition is to be searched. Although all prefixes of an uncompacted routing table are stored in the TCAM, power reduction results from having to search only one partition 1. The second strategy proposed by Zane et al. [19] is a 2-level TCAM architecture in which the first level TCAM is an index to the partitions in the second level TCAM. The partitions and index are constructed by decomposing the binary trie representation of the routing-table prefixes.
The most recent work on TCAM power reduction in the context of routing tables appears to be that of Lu and Sahni [3] . They augment the traditional I-level TCAM lookup structure as well as the 2-level TCAM structure of Zane et al. [19] with wide SRAMs and store the suffixes of several prefixes in a single wide SRAM word. This enables a reduction in both power consumption and total TCAM memory requirement.
3 Issues Related to [7] When logic minimization is applied to a set of same-hop same-length prefixes, we get a set of equivalent generalized 1The power required by a TCAM lookup is proportional to the total number of bits in the TCAM partition that is searched.
978-1-4244-4671-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE prefixes. So, for example, A == {OOO*, 001*, 010*, 011*} optimizes to B == {O*}. While it may be natural to assign 0* a length of 1, such a length assignment can result in an incorrect next hop computation. To see this, suppose that the next hop associated with the prefixes of A is HI and that the routing table has another prefix 00* whose next hop is H2 and HI i-H2. When using the original prefix set C == {OOO*, 001*, 010*, 011*, OO*}, packets with destination address beginning with 000 are sent to HI. Consider what happens when we apply the compaction scheme ofLiu [7] . Since C has no type I redundancy, pruning does not weed out any member of C. Mask extension compacts A to B. So, the compacted prefix set is D == {O*,OO*} with 0* having HI as its next hop and 00* having H2. Using the prefix set D, packets with destination addresses that begin with 000 are sent to H2! We can overcome this difficulty in one of two ways. The first and simplest is to declare the length of each generalized prefix in the optimized set D to be the same as that of the prefixes in the set A. This ensures that, when prefixes are loaded to the TCAM in length order, the outcome is the same (in terms of next hop) as when the original prefix set is loaded in length order. For example, using this definition of length for a generalized prefix, 0* in set D has length 3, and prefix 00* has length 2. Thus, 0* is loaded first in the TCAM followed by 00*.
The second strategy is to use a more intuitive definition of length such as the index of the rightmost symbol that is not a? or a *. So, the length of 1??O 1* is 5 and the length of ??OO?? 1* is 7. This is consistent with the accepted definition of the length of a simple prefix where, for example, the length of 001* is 3. We use the notation IGI to denote the length (using the just stated intuitive definition) of the generalized prefix G. Using such a definition of length, the TCAM can be loaded with minimized prefixes in length order, provided we remove also type II redundant rules as is shown below. Every generalized prefix may be written as the sum of simple prefixes that have the same length as the generalized prefix and such that the addresses matched by the generalized prefix are the union of those matched by the simple prefixes.
So, for example, 1?00?1 * = 100001* + 100011* + 110001* + 110011*. This decomposition of a generalized prefix into the sum of simple prefixes that have the same length as the generalized prefix is referred to as generalizedprefix decomposition (GPD) and GPD(X) is the generalized prefix decomposition of the generalized prefix X. Definition 3 Let R == {R l , R 2 , · · · , R r } be a set of generalized prefixes that is equivalent to the set of simple equal-length same-hop prefixes S == {SI,···, S8}. R is a canonical equivalent set iff each R i is the sum of some of the Sqs.
For example, R = {O*} is a canonical equivalent set for S = {O 1*, OO*}. However, even though R = {OOO 1*, OO?O*, 0011 *} and S = {OOO* , 001 *} are equivalent, R is not a canonical equivalent set for S. For example, 0001 * is not the sum of any subset of the Sqs.
Theorem 1 Let Rand S be as in Definition 3. There exists a canonical equivalent set for S that has the same number of generalized prefixes as does R.
Proof See [20] .
The prefixes of a canonical equivalent set are called canonical prefixes and CD (R i j ) is the set of prefixes of S that sum to H;r• From Theorem 1, it follows that for every set of equivalentJgeneralized prefixes computed by a minimization algorithm, there is a canonical equivalent set with the same number of generalized prefixes. So, henceforth, we assume that minimization algorithms return canonical prefixes.
Theorem 2 Let U be a set of rules comprised of simple prefixes that is free of type II redundancies. Let V be the set of rules comprised of (canonical) generalized prefixes obtained from U by applying logic minimization to the equal-length same-hop prefixes of U as is done in mask extension [7] .
Longest prefix matching in U and V results in the same next hop for every destination address A.
From Theorem 2, it follows that if we start with a set of prefixes that contains no type II redundancy, apply the reductions of [7] to obtain generalized prefixes, and enter these generalized prefixes into a TCAM in decreasing order of length, then lookups yield the same next hops as when we load the TCAM with the non-reduced prefix set in length order. 4 Issues Related to [8, 9] 
Prefix Aggregation
In prefix aggregation, prefixes that have the same hop are aggregated into clusters with each cluster containing prefixes that have the same common sub-prefix. The common sub-prefix length is constrained to be a multiple of 8. So, for example if two prefixes that have the same next hop agree on their first 18 bits only, then they will be in a cluster of same-hop prefixes that agree on their first 16 bits. Logic minimization is then applied to each cluster. Since the prefixes in a cluster have different length, there appears to be no reasonable way to determine where to place the generalized prefixes that result from logic minimization into the TCAM so as to correctly route packets. Neither of the length resolution methods proposed for mask extension in Section 3 work when aggregation is employed. For example, consider the rule set {(I *,A), (10*,B), (101*,A)}, where the first 8 bits of each prefix are omitted and are the same. The rule set is devoid of type I and type II redundancies and so no rule is eliminated in the initial pruning step. In the aggregation step, 1* and 101* form a cluster and 10* is in a different cluster as it has a different next hop. Logic minimization reduces the first cluster to 1* and has 978-1-4244-4671-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE no effect on the second cluster. The new rule set is {( 1*,A), (10*,B)}. 1* was derived from a prefix of length 1 and one of length 3. Neither length assignment 1 or 3 for 1* allows the new rule set to work like the original rule set. For example, with the natural length assignment of 1 to 1*, packets destined to 101* addresses get routed to B rather than to A and with a length assignment of 3, packets to 10* get sent to A rather than to B! 4.2 Prefix Expansion [8, 9] propose using prefix expansion within an aggregated cluster to improve the runtime performance of logic minimization. In prefix expansion, short prefixes in a cluster are replaced by a set of prefixes whose length equals that of the longest prefix in the cluster. So, following prefix expansion, all prefixes in a cluster have the same length. Since logic minimization is faster when the input prefixes are ofthe same size, runtime efficiency is achieved [8, 9] . In the example cluster {I *,101 *} of Section 4.1, prefix expansion yields the cluster {I 00*, 101*, 110*, 111*}, which is reduced to 1* by logic minimization. The new rule set is {(I *,A),(10*,B)}, which, as noted in Section 4.1 cannot be made to work the same as the original rule set.
PETCAM
Our power-efficient TCAM, PETCAM, employs the following construction steps:
Step 1: Transform the given routing table to an equivalent optimal routing table using the dynamic programming algorithm of [10] .
Step 2: Use mask extension as in [7] to reduce the number of prefixes in the optimal routing table obtained in Step 1 even further. This is possible as the optimal routing table is limited to be comprised of simple prefixes alone whereas mask extension results in generalized prefixes.
Step 3: Map the reduced set of generalized prefixes constructed in Step 2 to a 2-level TCAM augmented with a wide SRAM by extending the suffix node method developed in [3] .
Since the dynamic programming algorithm of [10] transforms a set of prefix rules into a provably optimal equivalent set of prefix rules, the transformed set is guaranteed to be free of type I and type II redundancies. Hence, the generalized prefixes that result from the mask extension done in step 2 correctly classify packets when these prefixes are entered into a TCAM in decreasing order of length (ICI). For step 3, we need to adapt the suffix-node method of [3] so as to accommodate generalized prefixes rather than simple prefixes. For this adaptation, we need to modify the structure of a suffix node as well as develop an algorithm to map suffixes into suffix nodes. Before developing these adaptations, we provide a brief overview of the suffix-node method of [3] . A normalized ternary trie is a ternary trie in which each node that is the x-child (i.e., the don 't care child) of its parent has 2 A ternary trie differs from a binary trie in that eaeh node of a ternary trie may have up to 3 children depending on whether the branching bit is a 0, I, or an x .
is structured the same as the suffix node of [3] except for the addition of a type field (Figure 2) .
A type II suffix node ( Figure 3 ) stores a mix of simple and non-simple suffixes (i.e., suffixes that have at least one don't care bit). Simple suffixes are stored first using triples (length, suffix, next hop) as used in Figure 2 . These triples are followed by 4-tuples (length , suffix, mask, next hop) that represent nonsimple suffixes. The suffix and mask entries are of the same length and the 1s in the mask identify the don't cares in the suffix. For example , the suffix xOx 1 may be represented by the simple suffix 0001 and the mask 1010, for example. The index field gives the index of the first non-simple suffix. So, for example, if we have 2 simple suffixes and 3 non-simple suffixes in a type II suffix node, the count field would be 5 and the index field would be 3.
Normalized Ternary Tries
To map the generalized prefixes that result from steps I and 2 of our PETCAM construction algorithm we first construct a ternary trie". Figure 4 shows an example routing table following steps 1 and 2 of our PETCAM construction algorithm and the corresponding ternary trie.
Suffix-Node Method of [31
Lu and Sahni [3] propose the use of wide SRAMs in conjunction with TCAMs so as to reduce power consumption and increase effective TCAM capacity. Although Lu and Sahni [3] propose methods for both 1-and 2-level TCAMs, we review only the I-level method here and adapt this to generalized prefixes. A similar adaptation may be done for the 2-level methods of [3] .
Lu and Sahni [3] propose packing the suffixes of several routing-table prefixes that are in the same subtree of the binary trie for the routing-table prefixes into a suffix node, which is then stored in one or more SRAM words in such a way that the entire suffix node may be retrieved in a single memory cycle. Figure 1 gives the structure of the suffix node of [3] . We have added a 5-bit match start position field which indicate the bit position in the destination prefix from where suffix matching can start for all suffixes encoded in the suffix node. The suffix count field gives the number of suffixes packed in the suffix node. For each suffix S i stored in a suffix node, we keep the suffix length, len(Si) , the suffix, S i, and the next hop associated with the suffix. Using the suffix node creation scheme in [3] , each suffix node must have exactly one suffix oflength O. This suffix can come from either a prefix that is stored in the root of the subtree that is carved to form the suffix node, or a covering prefix which is inherited from the nearest ancestor with a prefix in case the root of the subtree does not store a prefix. To optimize SRAM further, we store this suffix as the first suffix in the node, and since it has a length 0, we drop the suffix length field for the first suffix. Thus a suffix of length 0 appears as the first suffix in a suffix node, and is represented only by its next hop.
Our Suffix-Node Structure
The suffix node method of [3] cannot be used as is for PETCAMs because , in a PETCAM, we store generalized prefixes rather than simple prefixes. Specifically, we need to define a new format for a suffix node as well as formulate an algorithm to populate suffix nodes with the suffixes of generalized prefixes. Our new suffix-node structure has a I-bit type field that permits the use of two variants. A type 1 suffix node is used to store simple suffixes exclusively (i.e., all suffixes in a type I suffix node are comprised of Os and 1s). We do not report the results of compaction using the enhancements to Liu's [7] compaction methods proposed in [8, 9] , because, as noted in Section 4, these enhancements do not guarantee compacted prefix sets equivalent to the input prefix set. For each of our data sets, the method of [7] achieves less compaction than what is proposed for PETCAM. The time for logic minimization is substantial (see Section 6.4) and critically dependent on the size of the input set. Figure 7 gives the maxP values for the power-reduction architecture ofLu and Sahni [3] when applied to the original prefix set as is done in [3] and when applied to a compacted prefix set. In Figure 7 , we use the 1-12Wc scheme of [3] , which is recommended in [3] for power optimization. The size of a DTCAM bucket is set to 128 prefixes . In Figures 7 and 8 , all columns use the architecture of [3] . The column labeled No Compaction [3] uses the original prefix set, that labeled [7] uses the compacted prefix set resulting from type I redundancy removal followed by logic minimization as is done in [7] , the next column appli es types I and II redundancy removal before logic minimization, and the column labeled PETCAM uses the 1-12Wc scheme to store the set of generalized prefixes obtained after applying steps I and 2 of the PETCAM scheme to the initial prefix set. As can be seen, PETCAM provides power reduction relative to the scheme of [3] . This reduction ranges from 18% to 25%. Figure 8 gives the total TCAM memory needed by the M12Wb scheme of [3] , which is the scheme recommended in [3] for TCAM memory optimization. The numbers in the column labeled PETCAM are obtained by applying the steps I and 2 ofthe PETCAM scheme to reduce the prefix set and then using the step 3 to map the resulting generalized prefixes to a 2-level TCAM system. We use our carving heuristic to create the suffix nodes and then use the M 1-2Wb layout of [3] no sibling. So, in a normalized ternary trie, the children of degree 2 nodes are 0-and l-children, the child of a degree I node may be a 0-, 1-, or x-child, and there are no degree 3 nodes. A ternary trie may be normalized by eliminating the x-child of each degree 3 node by merging the subtree rooted at this x-child with the subtrees rooted at the two siblings of this x-child. Our algorithm to normalize a ternary trie may be found in [20] . Figure 5 . Number of routing table prefixes in PETCAM We programmed our PETCAM strategy in C++ and compared its performance with the power reduction schemes of [7, 3, 8, 9] . The comparison was done using the IPv4 routing tables AS1221, AS4637, AS6447, and AS65000, which were obtained from [5] and rrcOO, which was obtained from [6] . Data sets AS65000 and rrcOO are from May 2008, AS6447 is from July 2008, and the remaining data sets are earlier than 2008 and were used in [3] , for example. Our experiments aim to measure the relative effectiveness of the scheme of Liu [7] (type I redundancy removal followed by mask extension) and the PETCAM scheme (dynamic programming optimization followed by mask extension) to compact the routing table as well the overall relative performance of PETCAM, EaseCam, and the method of Lu and Sahni [3] with respect to TCAM power and memory reduction. For our experiments we assume the SRAM word size, and hence the size of a suffix node , is 144 bits.
Comparison With EaseCam

Compaction Efficiency
The compaction efficiency is measured by the numb er of prefixes following the compaction steps. Figure 5 gives the number of prefixes in each of our data sets as well as the number of prefixes following each of steps I and 2 ofthe PETCAM strategy. The dynamic programming algorithm of [10] reduces the number of prefixes in the data sets by between 45% and 79%. Another approximately 5% reduction is achieved when mask extension is employed on the optimal prefixes produced by the algorithm of [10] . So, PETCAM reduces the number of prefixes by about 50% to 84%.
Our Carving Heuristic
Our carving heuristic starts with the normalized ternary trie for the canonical prefixes that result when mask extension is done on an optimal prefix set. Details of our carving heuristic may be found in [20] . 
Experimental Results
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